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An explicit characterisation of all second order differential operators on the line 
which can be written as bilinear combinations of the generators of a linite- 
dimensional Lie algebra of first order differential operators is found, solving a 
problem arising in the Lie-algebraic approach to scattering theory and molecular 
dynamics. One-dimensional potentials corresponding to these Lie algebras are 
explicitly classified, which include the harmonic oscillator, Morse, one-soliton 
(Plischl-Teller), Mathieu, Lam&. confluent hypergeometric, and Bessel potentials. 
‘1 1990 Academtc Press. Inc 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The use of Lie-algebraic methods is a well-established, powerful tool in 
molecular dynamics and quantum chemistry [2]. The solution of the 
Schriidinger equation is particularly simple if the Hamiltonian differential 
operator lies in a finite-dimensional Lie algebra; however, these 
Hamiltonians are the exception as far as complicated molecular behavior is 
concerned. A far more interesting case, which occurs surprisingly often for 
physically important Hamiltonians in both nuclear and molecular physics, 
is when the Hamiltonian is a bilinear combination of the generators of a 
finite-dimensional Lie algebra. Indeed there are now a number of well- 
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established methods for the calculation of eigenvalues, spectra, and 
dynamics for such operators (cf. [ 1 I). In a survey lecture delivered at the 
Institute for Mathematics and Its Applications in Minneapolis, R. D. 
Levine [6] noted that although many examples of such Hamiltonians are 
known, there is no general systematic method for finding such operators. 
He therefore posed the general problem of classifying all second order 
Hamiltonians on the line which admit such a decomposition. In this paper 
we provide a complete solution to Levine’s problem. In Theorem 1 we 
present the complete classification, due to W. Miller [S], of all linite- 
dimensional Lie algebras of first order differential operators on the line, 
generalizing Lie’s classification [7] of all finite-dimensional Lie algebras of 
vector fields on the line. We then apply the solution to the equivalence 
problem for second order differential operators on the line found in [S], to 
determine all differential operators admitting a bilinear decomposition in 
terms of the generators of one of the Lie algebras, leading to the notion of 
a “Lie-algebraic potential.” Many of the physically important potentials of 
interest in scattering theory and molecular dynamics appear among the 
Lie-algebraic potentials, the complete list of which appears in Theorem 7. 

2. LIE ALGEBRAS OF DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS 

Consider the space D of all first order differential operators 

~=f(x)D+g(x), (1) 

where f, g are analytic functions of the real variable x E Iw, and D = d/dx. 
There is a natural Lie bracket, provided by the commutator 

[9,8]=9.&&.9, 

which makes D into a Lie algebra. The basic problem to be solved in this 
section is the determination of all possible finite-dimensional Lie sub- 
algebras of the Lie algebra D. 

There are two basic pseudogroups of coordinate changes which can act 
on the algebra of differential operators. The first, and more restrictive, 
consists of all (locally) invertible changes of independent variable 

x = q(x). (2) 

According to the chain rule, the derivative operators D=d/dx and 
b = d/d2 transform according to the basic formula 

DE 1 
- D. 
v’(x) 
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Thus the change of variable (2) maps 9 to the differential operator 

c? =,f(x) D +g(x), (3) 

where 

.f(cp(.u)) = cP’(x)f‘(-x)3 tacpb)) = g(-x). 

A second, larger pseudogroup includes further resealings of the field 
variable by smooth functions. In order to preserve the Lie algebra structure 
on the space D, they must take the form 

1 
i3=$(x).9’o. (4) 

In general, we will call two differential operators 9 and 9 equivalent if 
there is a change of variables (2) and a function I+!I(x) such that they are 
related by the formula (4). For first order operators (I), (3), equivalence 
implies that the coefficient functions are related by the more general 
formulae 

.f(cpb)) = cp’(-~),f(-~), fi(lp(s)l=dx)-,f(x#. (5) 
X 

Two Lie subalgebras of differential operators are equiualent if they can be 
mapped to each other by a coordinate change (2), (4). W. Miller [S, Chap. 
81 provides a complete classification, up to equivalence, of all linite-dimen- 
sional Lie subalgebras of the full Lie algebra D. We begin by stating his 
result and, for the reader’s convenience, presenting a simplified proof of this 
result. 

THEOREM 1. Let g c D be u fmite-dimensional Lie algebra of dtfferential 
operators on the line. Then g is equivalent to one of the following Lie 
algebras: 

(a) g?‘= {f,(x), “‘9 .fb)f, 

where f,(x), . . . . ,f,,(x) are any linearly independent functions; 

(b) g:'= {Rf,(x), . . ..fn(x))~ 

where a=(a,,a ,,..., a, 1) is an n-tuple of real numbers and 

{f;(x), "'9 ,fJx)j f arms a basis ,for the solution space to the n th order, 
homogeneous, constant coefficient, linear ordinary difjrerential equation 

.I’ “I) + a,, j y’” “+ ‘.. +u,.l”+u,,y=o; (6) 
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in particular, each function ,fr(x) is a combination of polynomials, exponen- 
tials, sines, and cosines. 

Cc) RY,k = {D,xD+k}, kE[W, 

9 { (2) = D, x D, x”, x” ‘, . . . . x, 1 }, n 3 0, 

Cd) ,,n/ = {D, x D, x2 D + 2kx, 1 }, kG R, 

g5;1:,={D,xD+k,x2D+2kx}, kE R. 

The structure of these particular Lie algebras is easily determined. 
Besides the trivial abelian subalgebras of type (a), the only possible abelian 
subalgebras are the special cases {D}, {D, l} of those of type (b). The 
other Lie algebras of type (b) or (c) are always solvable. (These are 
classified according to Jacobson [3] for dimension ~3, and Patera et al. 
[9] for dimension ~5.) Algebras of type (d) are isomorphic to either 
sl(2,R) or the central extension 542, R)@ R. In fact, we note that if g is 
any Lie algebra on our list, and 1 $9, then the central extension 
go{qEgo~’ is also a finite-dimensional Lie algebra on our list. 

There are two important infinite-dimensional subalgebras of the Lie 
algebra D. The first is the subalgebra V c D of vector fields 

v =.f(x) D (7) 

on the line, where we identify the differential operator D with the basis 
tangent vector a/ax. The second subalgebra is the space M of multiplica- 
tion operators, which are differential operators (1) having no derivative 
term, i.e., f z 0, which forms an abelian subalgebra M c D. Note that the 
vector fields act naturally on the multiplication operators, giving D the 
structure of a semi-direct product 

D=VwM. 

LEMMA 2. The projection 71: D --f V taking the dtfferential operator 
S?=f(x)D+ g(x) to the vector field v=n(g)=f(x)D is a Lie algebra 
isomorphism. Moreover, the change of variables (2) preserves the 
subalgebra V. 

Consequently, if g c D is a finite-dimensional Lie subalgebra, its image 
rc(g)cV must be a finite-dimensional Lie subalgebra of the algebra of 
vector fields. We now invoke a result due to Lie [7] classifying all such 
subalgebras. 

THEOREM 3. Let b c V be a non-zero finite-dimensional Lie algebra of 
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vector ,fieldc on the line. Then 1) is equivalent under a change qf variables (2) 
to one of the three Lie ulgehrus 

b, = (D), I,*= {D,XD), b3= {D,.xD,x* D}. 

Note that t), is the unique one-dimensional Lie algebra, h2 is the unique 
solvable two-dimensional Lie algebra, and h, is isomorphic to the semi- 
simple algebra sl(2, R). 

Proqf qf Theorem 1. Let g c D be a finite-dimensional subalgebra, and 
let h = n(g). If h = (0}, then the Lie algebra q consists solely of multiplica- 
tion operators, and we are in the trivial case (a) of the theorem. Otherwise, 
since h is finite-dimensional, it is equivalent under the change of inde- 
pendent variables (2) to one of the three subalgebras listed in Theorem 3. 
Moreover, Lemma 2 implies that g itself has the semi-direct product struc- 
ture g = h K 5, where 5 is a finite-dimensional space of multiplication 
operators. The proof of Theorem 1 accordingly splits into three cases, 
depending on the isomorphism class of h. 

Case 1. Here n(g) = I), , hence g is spanned by the operators 

D + d-u)> f,(x), . ..> f;,(x). (8) 

Since [D + g, J)] = ,f i must lie in g, the functions f; must satisfy the condi- 
tions of the following elementary lemma: 

LEMMA 4. Suppose ,f,(.x), . . . . J;,(x) are linearly independent real-valued 
functions with the property that each derivative ,f j lies in the span off, , . . . . f,, 
Then If,, -.,f,>.f arms a basis for the solution space to a constant coefficient 
n th order homogeneous linear ordinary differential equation; see (6). 

Case 2. Here n(g) = hz, hence g is spanned by the operators 

D +g(.x), x D + h(x), .fi(x), . . . . J;,(x), 

Note that we can use the standard filtration on the space of analytic 
functions on the line, so that we can take, without loss of generality, 

f;(x) = cx”” + 0(x”“+ ‘), 

where 0 < m, < m2 < . . < nr,,. In order that the Lie bracket 
[D + g, fj] = f; lie in g, hence in the linear span of the f;, we must have 
mj= j- 1, i.e., h(x) = cx’ ’ +0(x’). Moreover, the Lie bracket 
[x D + h, f;] = ,$ must also lie in g. If we compare the power series 
expansions we find that 

.FfJ=(j- l)f,+ c C,kfk? 
/<X 
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for certain constants cik. In particular, xf‘:,= (n - l)fn, so f, is a multiple 
of x’l -I. Proceeding by reverse induction on n, we easily deduce that 

and so we can replace f,(x), . ..., f;(x) by the monomials 1, x, . . . . X* ‘. 
Finally, since 

[xD+h,D+gJ= -D+(xg’-h’)= -(D+g)+(xg’+g-A’), 

the expression xg’ +g - h’ must be a polynomial of degree at most n - 1, 
hence h(x) = xg(x) + g(x), where g(x) is a polynomial of degree at most n. 
We can subtract off the terms of degree <n from q using the basis elements 
xi, ,j d n - 1, and so deduce that g is spanned by the operators 

D+g,x(D+g)+kx”,x”-‘, . . . . x, 1. 

For ra = 0, we have the generating set 

Pa) 

while for n > 0, we can replace g(x) by g(x) f kx”- I, and thereby reduce to 
the simpler generating set 

Dfg, x(D+g), x-‘, . . . . x, 1. (9b) 

Case 3. Here n(g) = h3, so that 9 is spanned by the operators 

D + g(x), x D + h(x), x2 D + r(x), fib), . . . . f,(x). 

Everything said in Case 2 still holds; in particular, we can take 
fJx,=xj-1. However, the Lie bracket 

[Ix’ D + k(x), xn-- ‘J = n.x” 

is not in our subalgebra unless n = 1 or 0. Therefore, g is spanned either by 
the operators 

D + g(x), x( D + g(x)) + k, x2 D + r(x), 

or by the operators 

D + g(x), x(D + g(x)), x2 D + r(x), 1. 
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In the first subcase. since both Lie brackets 

[D+g,x2D+r]=2(x(D+g)+k)+[r’-x*g’-2xg-2k], 

[x(0 +g) + k, .I? D + r] = (x2 D + r) + [xr’ - r - x3g - x’g] 

must lie in the subalgebra, the functions in square brackets must vanish. 
The first implies that r(x) = x2g(x) + 2kx + 1, and the second requires that 
1 =O. Thus CJ is spanned by the operators 

D + g, x( D + g) + k, x2( D + g) + 2kx. (10) 

In the second subcase, we have similar bracket formulae 

[D +g, x2 D + r] = 2x(D+g)+ [r’- x’g’- 2xg], 

[x(D + g), .x2 D + r] = (x2 D + r) + [XY’ - r - x3g’ - x*g]. 

In this case the functions in square brackets must be constant. This implies 
that r(x) = x2g(x) + 1.x + m. Since 1 is already a spanning element, we can 
take m = 0 without loss of generality. Thus g is spanned by the operators 

D+g, x(D+g), x’(D+g)+h, 1. (11) 

This completes our classification of finite-dimensional Lie subalgebras of 
D under the more restricted notion of equivalence induced solely by the 
changes of independent variable (2). The four classes of Lie algebras (8), 
(9), (lo), (11) have their obvious counterparts in Theorem 1. We need only 
use an appropriate resealing of the field variable, prescribed by (4), to 
change the differential operator D + g in each of the algebras to a pure 
derivative D, which is done by choosing It/(x) = exp( j” g(t) dt}. This com- 
pletes the proof of Theorem 1. 

It would be interesting, and not too difficult, to extend this result to Lie 
algebras of differential operators in the plane. Lie [7] has classified all 
finite-dimensional Lie algebras of vector fields in the plane, so the differen- 
tial operator classification would follow by use of analogous techniques. 
Miller [8] has some examples corresponding to semi-simple Lie algebras, 
but does not attempt to do the full classification. 

3. LIE-ALGEBRAIC POTENTIALS 

Now that we know all the possible finite-dimensional Lie algebras of first 
order differential operators, we are able to solve Levine’s problem of which 
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second order differential operators can be written as bilinear expressions. 
The proof ultimately rests on the solution to the equivalence problem for 
second order differential operators based on Cartan’s equivalence method, 
which is presented in [S] (although we will not require the full machinery 
used there). The main fact required here is that every second order differen- 
tial operator can be transformed into an operator of the form second 
derivative plus potential, 

Y = +D2 + w(x), (12) 

by the complete pseudogroup (2), (4). The differential operator (12) is of 
elementary Sturm-Liouville type, and of fundamental importance in quan- 
tum mechanics, scattering theory, and the theory of the KortewegdeVries 
equation. For a periodic potential W(X), the operator (12) is known as 
Hill’s operator. 

THEOREM 5. Let 

9 =f(x) D2 +g(x) D + h(x) (13) 

be a second order differential operator, where f, g, h, are analytic functions 
of the real variable x E II%‘. Then 2 is equivalent to an operator .4p = D2 + w(x) 
with potential 

w(X) = 
8gf'- 3f’2-4g2 

1e.r 
+h-;g’+;f”. (14) 

The change of independent variable (2) is explicitly given by 

i 
.‘i dy 

Z=cp(x)= - 
JKS’ 

(15) 

and the scaling factor $(x), cf: (4), is 

$(x)=exp{rXO.)dy}. where x=v. (16) 

Moreover, two dtfferential operators are equivalent tf and only tf their poten- 
tials, as determined by (14), are translates of each other: W(X) = 6(x + 6). 

We therefore need only classify all operators of the form (12) which can 
be written as a bilinear function of the generators 9; of a finite-dimensional 
Lie algebra of first order differential operators, 

.Y = c c,i gi . cq,, (17) 

409’145,2.5 
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where the coefficients (sr, are constants. (More generally, we might also add 
in linear terms in the generators 9,, but since either the multiplication 
operator 1 is in the Lie algebra or it can be added by making a one-dimen- 
sional central extension, this form is not any more general.) 

DEFINITION 6. The potentiul IV(X) of a second order differential 
operator is called a Lie-ulgehruic potential if the operator itself is a bilinear 
function of the generators of a finite-dimensional Lie algebra of first order 
differential operators. 

THEOREM 7. Every Lie-algebraic potential is equivalent to one of the 
,following potentials under translations and scalings of the independent 
variable: x -+ cx + d. 

(a) w(x) is a solution to a linear, homogeneous, constant coefficient 
ordinary differentiul equation, c;fI (6) 

(b) M’(X) =kx ’ + I’(.~‘), 

(c) w(x)=ksec’x+lsecxtanx+P(cosx), 

(d) H(X) = k sech’ x + 1 sech x tanh x + P(cosh x), 

(e) w(x) = kY(x) + I+ Q[P(x)] W(x) m2, 

M!here Y(x) denotes the Weierstrass elliptic ,function. 
In all cases k, I denote arbitrary constants, P(z) denotes an arbitrary 

polynomial, and Q(z) is an arbitrary quadratic polynomial. 

Note that our classification includes the one-dimensional harmonic 
oscillator, Mathieu equation, and Morse potential (case (a)), the Lame 
equation (case (e)), radial Laplace and harmonic oscillator (case (b)), and 
the one-soliton or Pijschl&Teller potential (case (d)), as well as several ver- 
sions of the confluent hypergeometric equation and Bessel’s equation. (See 
Kamke [4, Eq. (2.12), (2.22), (2.25), (2.26), (2.46), (2.87), (2.113), (2.148), 
(2.153), (2.155), (2.162)(7), (2.273)(14)].) The fact that we recover the 
defining equations for many of the classical special functions should not be 
surprising in view of the well-known relationship between special functions 
and representation theory of Lie groups [S-lo]. A significant potential 
which does not appear among our Lie-algebraic potentials is the Coulomb 
potential w(x) = ax ’ + hx I; cf. [ 11. 

To prove Theorem 7, we need only determine all the potentials w corre- 
sponding to some bilinear expression in the generators of one of our Lie 
algebras. We do this in order, saving the hardest case until last. 
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Case 1. For the Lie algebra gy’, the most general bilinear expression 
(17) is a constant multiple (which we always ignore) of an operator of the 
form 

9 = D* + g(x) D + h(x), (18) 

where g(x) is any solution to the corresponding ordinary differential equa- 
tion (6), and h = C ciif,f; is a bilinear combination of solutions to the same 
ordinary differential equation. If g = 0, then we are already in the correct 
form (12) with potential as given by case (a) of Theorem 7. More 
generally, since the coefficient of D* is 1, we do not need to effect a change 
of independent variable, but can just apply a suitable transformation of 
type (4) to eliminate the coefficient g of D. According to (14), the potential 
corresponding to the operator (18) is 

w(x) = h - ;g’ - +g*, 

which is also a bilinear expression in terms of the basis f, of the ordinary 
differential equation (6). However, an elementary result states that any 
bilinear function of the solutions of a linear, constant coefficient, 
homogeneous ordinary differential equation is the solution to a (higher 
order) linear, constant coefficient, homogeneous ordinary differential equa- 
tion. Therefore, even the operators (18) with g # 0 can be transformed into 
an operator with Lie-algebraic potential of type (a). 

Case 2. For Lie algebras of type (c) in the classification theorem, we 
can safely ignore the cases g?‘,,, by replacing them by their central exten- 
sion go . (2) For the Lie algebra g, , (*) the bilinear expression (17) has the form 

~=fib) D*+g,,+,b) D+h,,(x)> (19) 

where the coefficient functions f2, g, + i, h,, are polynomials whose degrees 
are indicated by their subscripts. Substituting into (14), we find that, as a 
function of x, the potential is given by a rational function of the form 

r2n+2(x) 
w(x)= f2(x) 3 

where r2,, + 2 is another polynomial of degree 2n + 2, which depends on the 
previous polynomials. However, we also need to rewrite the formula for 
W(X) in terms of the new independent variable X= cp(x), which is obtained 
by inverting the integral (15) with f = f2 a non-zero quadratic polynomial. 
There are four subcases. If f2 is a constant, then x = X, and the potential is 
a polynomial, so we are back in the type (a) potentials. If f2 is a linear 
function of x, then x=X* + k, which leads to potentials of type (b). If fi is 
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a perfect square, then, up to translation and scaling, x = ei, which leads to 
potentials of type (a). Finally, iffi is a general quadratic polynomial, then, 
again up to translation and scaling, x = cos(X), or x = cosh(,?), depending 
on the sign of the discriminant of fi, which leads to potentials of types (c) 
and (d). 

Case 3. For the Lie algebra g!$, the most general bilinear expression 
(17) is 

9 =f4(x) D2 +g,(x) D + h*(x), (20) 

where the coefficients are polynomials of the form 

f4(x) = ax4 + hx” + cx’ + dx + e, 

g3(x) = 2(2k + l)ax3 + h’x2 + c’x + d’, 

h,(x)=2k(2k+ l)ax2+2k(b’-(2k+ l)b)x+c”. 

Substituting into (14), we find that, as a function of X, the potential is given 
by a rational function of the form 

where y4 is another quartic polynomial. (Some of the terms cancel due to 
the form of the generators of the Lie algebra.) We must re-express vv 
in terms of the new independent variable X= go(x), which is found by 
inverting the integral (15) with f = f4 a non-zero quartic polynomial. There 
are various subcases, depending on the geometric configuration of the roots 
off. If f is of degree 2 or less, or has a repeated root, then the integral can 
be done in terms of elementary functions, and leads to special versions of 
one of the cases (a)-(d). Otherwise, the integral in an elliptic integral, 
whose inverse x = x(X) can be written in terms of the Weierstrass elliptic P- 
function; this leads to the final case (e). In fact, if we view the polynomial 
f4(z) on the Riemann sphere, P’, then the class of the corresponding Lie- 
algebraic potentials is uniquely determined by the structure of the roots of 
f4: a quadruple root leads to a polynomial potential, which is in case (a), 
a triple root leads to a potential of type (b), two double roots lead to an 
exponential, type (a), one double and two simple roots lead to types (c) 
and (d), while four simple roots lead to potentials of type (e). 

Note that a given Lie-algebraic potential might correspond to more than 
one Lie algebra on our list. We illustrate this result by displaying different 
Lie-algebraic realizations of three important potentials. 
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EXAMPLE 8. For the Morse potential, 

w(x) = ae -2.‘+be-“+c, (21) 

there are three possible realizations. For the Lie algebras of class 1, the 
representation is trivial. We set 

@=D, g2 = e ~ 2I-, 9,=ee’, 

which generate the Lie algebra gy’, a = (3, 2) corresponding to the 
ordinary differential equation 

y” + 3JJ’ + 2y = 0. 

Clearly, 

and no change of variables (2) is required. 
For the Lie algebras of class 2, we take 

9l = x D, S2=D, (22) 

which generate the Lie algebra g(2),,,, with central extension 95”. Consider 
the operator 

~=x~D~+(cIx+~)D+~=~;+(~-~)~,+~~~+~Y. (23) 

Under the change of variables of Theorem 5, which is given by 

x = log x, It/(x) = (x1(z- I’l’e-B-v2, 

the operator 9 is transformed into an operator with potential 

w(X)= -$/12eC2’+/?(1 -+a)eC’+y-+(a- 1)2. 

Thus to get the Morse potential (21), we set 

a= -;p b=/3(1 -+a), c = y - i(ct - 1)‘. 

(If a > 0, we just replace 9 by - 9.) The transformed operators generating 
the solvable two-dimensional Lie algebra equivalent to g?‘,,, are now 

and 
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For the semi-simple Lie algebras g1;11, we can use the same representa- 
tion (23) with the additional operator 

9, = x2 D + 2k.x. 

Essentially since q’” , , 0 is a subalgebra of gcA, the same change of variables 
goes through, but we’ have one additional transformed operator 

to generate the copy of el(2, R). 

EXAMPLE 9. The radial harmonic oscillator potential, 

M’(X) = ax -2+b+CX2, 

is not the solution to a linear constant coefficient ordinary differential 
equation (unless a = 0), so there is no realization using Lie algebras of class 
1. For the Lie algebras of class 2, we again take the generators (22) of the 
Lie algebra g?‘,,,, and consider the operator 

9=xD2+(~x+~)D+y=9,~9~+a9,+~9~++. 

Under the change of variables of Theorem 5, 

the operator $S gets transformed into an operator with potential 

w(X) = ax -2+b+cx2, 

where 

a= --j?‘+2p-$, h=y-$/I, c = - $2. 

The transformed operators generating the solvable two-dimensional Lie 
algebra are now 

1 - 28-l GIm2 
s,=2”o-T-ix, 

We can thus express the radial harmonic operator as 

Y=b*+W(X)=~,.~2++cla,+~~2+yy. 
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For the semi-simple Lie algebras g:h, we can use the same representa- 
tion, with the additional operator 

9, = x2 D + 2k.x. 

As above, since g?‘,, is a subalgebra of gk,O, ‘3) the same change of variables 
goes through, but we have one additional transformed operator, 

(8k-2fi+ 1) _ 16 x2, 

to generate the copy of el(2, R). 

EXAMPLE 10. For the one-soliton (Poschl-Teller) potential, 

w(x) = a sech’ x + 6, 

we again have only Lie algebras of classes 2 and 3. For class 2 we again 
take the Lie algebra g?‘,,, (22), and consider the operator 

9=((x2+1)D2+ctxD+~=~;+9;+(a-1)8,+a. 

The change of variables of Theorem 7 is 

x = sinh .W, $(x) = (x2 + 1)“‘4 e .Yi4, 

and the operator 9 gets transformed into the operator with potential 

w(X) = a sech’ X + b, 

where 

a= +2++, b=p-+a++. 

The transformed operators generating the solvable two-dimensional Lie 
algebra are now 

g,=sinhxG2,, G2 = sech X(B - +N sinh X) - $, 

and 

We can also realize it using the semi-simple Lie algebra gi:,, with the addi- 
tional operator 

g3 = x2 D + 2k.q 
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which transforms to 

4 = sinh’ 2 Q2 + 2k sinh X. 

Clearly, we are far from exhausting the range of examples provided in 
Theorem 7, but these should serve to illustrate the basic techniques used to 
construct the Lie algebra of first order differential operators corresponding 
to any Lie-algebraic potential on our list. 
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(1988). 467, for related results. 

The classification of Lie algebras of differential operators on CZ has now been completed 
by the authors and A. Gonzalez-Lopez. 
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